It is known that the experimental bounds of b ! s set very strong constraints on the two Higgs doublet model (2HDM), a minimal extension of the Standard Model (SM). In additional to searching for the neutral Higgs of minimal SM, phenomenologically to investigate possible extensions of SM is also another hot topic in particle physics, thus to apply the latest experimental results of the measurement o n b ! s 1 and the newly discovery of top quark 2 to reexamine the constraints on the 2HDM so as to upgrade the allowed values of the model parameters is no doubt always to be interesting.
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Reviewing the earlier analysis 3 , one would nd that the QCD correction eects owing to the change of the energy scale from top quark's down to that of W boson were ignored. Indeed this piece of QCD correction itself is not great, but we treat them seriously 4 , and nally nd it being not negligible since this correction aects the constraints on the two Higgs doublet model sizable in the report.
There are two w a ys for 2HDM to avoid tree-level avor changing neutral currents (FCNCs). The rst (Model I) is to allow only one of the two Higgs doublets to couple to both types, u-type and d-type, of quarks 5 but the other doublet is totally forbidden by certain discrete symmetry. The second (Model II) is to arrange as that one Higgs doublet couples to u-type quarks while the other couples to d-type quarks respectively due to a dierent discrete symmetry 6 . It is of interest to note that the Model II,as a natural feature, occurs in such a theory as that with supersymmetry or with a Peccei-Quinn type of symmetry.
The eective Hamiltonian after integrating out the heavy top freedom is:
The , the branching ratios of B ! X s is found.
The eects of QCD corrections from m t to M W can rst beseen from values of C i (M W ). The Figure 5 in previous paper 4 shows that the eects of the QCD corrections are roughly within ten percent and not depend on tan very much. However, one will see soon that the eects, though only in ten percent, will make substantial changes for the constraints on the parameter space of 2HDM.
Applying the CLEO newer experiment of b ! s decay, 1:0 10 4 < Br(B! X s )<4:210 4 , at 95% C.L. 1 . One can obtain the excluded region for model parameter tan and m . Without QCD corrections from m t to M W , the excluded region is more sensitive for changing of s than for m t 3 . But after including this QCD corrections, it is interesting to note that the parameter space is more sensitive for changing of m t than for s , especially in Model II. . The excluded region is large, only two narrow windows in the parameter space are allowed. For model II,the analysis shows that there is a lower bound for mass of charged Higgs: 310 GeV, at 95%C.L.. The previous analysis 3 without QCD corrections from m t to M W gave a bound only 200 Gev. So the bound is more strict now.
In conclusion, due to the QCD corrections from m t to M W , the new experimental value of m t and the bounds for b ! s, the constraints for 2HDM are strained substantially. For instance, the lower bound for the mass of the charged Higgs is put up at least 100GeV for Model II.
